BEDROCK GEOLOGY OF MICHIGAN

BEDROCK GEOLOGY OF THE
WESTERN UPPER PENINSULA

- MACINNAC BRECCIA
- JACOBsville SANDSTONE
- FREDA SANDSTONE
- HONIvALL FORMATION
- COPPER HARBOR CONGLOMERATE
- OAK BLUFF FORMATION
- PORTAGE LAKE VOLCANICS
- SEMINIS CREEK FORMATION
- WIPSLER FORMATION
- QUINNIESE FORMATION
- PONTI RIVER GROUP
- IVERTON IRON FORMATION
- BLANK IRON FORMATION
- NEGANNEI IRON FORMATION
- IRONVOO: IRON FORMATION
- OJIN CREeK FORMATION
- BADWATER GREENSTONE
- MICHIGAN FORMATION
- GOOaph FORMATION
- ANAGA FORMATION
- HEMLOCK FORMATION
- JACOBsville SANDSTONE & CHOCOLAY GROUPS
- EMPEROR VOLCANIC COMPLEX
- SAISI SLATE & JOSIKI FORMATIONS
- FLOOR FORMATION
- CHOCOLAY GROUP
- RANDVILLE DOLOMITE
- ARCEIAN VOLCANIC & SEDIMENTARY

BEDROCK GEOLOGY OF THE
LOWER PENINSULA

- RED BES
- GRAND RIVER FORMATION
- SAGINAW FORMATION
- BAYPORT LIMESTONE
- MICHIGAN FORMATION
- MARSHALL FORMATION
- COLDWATER SHALE
- SUNBURY SHALE
- BENDA SANDSTONE & BEDFORD
- BEDFORD SHALE
- ELLSWORTH SHALE
- ANTRIM SHALE
- TRAVERSE GROUP
- BELL SHALE
- DUNDEE LIMESTONE
- DETROIT RIVER GROUP
- SYLVANIA SANDSTONE
- MACINNAC BRECCIA
- BOIS BLANC FORMATION
- GARDEN ISLAND FORMATION
- BASS ISLAND GROUP
- SALINA GROUP
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